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[Rfprinted from the Puoceedings of thk Royai. Society, A. Vol. 92]

On the lonisation Potentials of Maf/nesiuni and c'her Metals,

and on their Absorption Spectra.

Ey Prof. J. C. McLennan, F.U.S., University of Toronto.

(Received July 17, 1916.)

^PlATKS 7 AM) 8.]

1. Introduition.

In a paper recently published by the writer,* on the single-line apectruni

of magneeium, experiments were described in which it was found tliat when

magnesium vapour in a vacuum was bombarded l)y electrons it was possible

if the electrons possessed the requisite amount of kinetic energy to cau«e the

vapour to emit a radiation consistin;^ of the single spci-tral line X = 2852-22

A.U. At the time these experiments ware made and the paper was written

it was not known by the author whether this line was the first member of

the series whose frequencies are given by v -— (1"5, S)— (m, ;?2),t f"^"of the series

* McLennan. ' E<w. Soo. Proc.,' A, vol. 92, p. 305 (1916).

t In tlie symbolic equation v = {n, X)-(//i, Y), tld frequencies arc j;iven by

V = ^1 5! _ where N is Rydbera's number, n ha.s a fixed
[M +X+ .r(«, X)P [m + Y+;,(m,\)f

value either integral or one of the nuiubers 1-5, 2-,'), 3'5, ic, and m has sucuesnive

integral values, each one giving the frequei of a member of the series.
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575 Prof. J. 0. McL:'nnrtn. On th' louimtion

^v .o«e fr...,nencic8 aro represented by v = < lo. S)-(«<. I>). Since ll,v .single

line spectra "f mernnry, zinc and cadn.iinu consi-.ted of the mn^jle Hpoctral

Hue whose fre.iuency is «iven by v = (1-.1. S)-(2.M it was assuni.d that the

line \ - -'8»2-22 XX. also had a frciuency represented by this loiniula.

On the basis of ^-s assumption it was deduced from well-known -lata

r,>.'arding the magnesium series spectra that the wave-len-th -f the liiie

whose frequencyis .; = (1-5, S)-(2. P) shouUl be approximately \ = 207:5:;(>

A.U. . .,,,,,
As in some experiment* made by the writer, in collaboration with Mr. hvat,

Edwards,* it had been shown that the absorption spectra of tlu- vaiKiurs

of mercury zinc, and cadmium consisted of bands at lines whose fie.iuencies

were given by . = (1-5. S)-(2,M and . = (1-5. S)-(2, P) it was expected

that the absorption spectrum of magnesium vapour would also exhibit bauds

at X = 2852-22 A.U. and X = 207:V:<6 A.i:.

W„od and (luthriet I'ad already noted absorpti'>n by magnesium vap..ur

atX = 2852-27 A.U., but as no other absorption ban<l had been found with

this vapoi r an attempt was made to look for it at X = 2073-:!G A.t

.

In making the rxamination a small quartz spectrograph with low disper-

sion was used, and it was found that a sharp clearly defined band came out

at what appeared to be X = 2073-30
' This result was therefore t-aken

as indicating that the assumption that Uie frequency of the line X = 2S.,2-22

A.U. was given by »/ = (1-5, S)-(2, pi), was correct.

A few week- ago, however, the attention of the writer was very kinuly

drawn by Prof. F. A. Saunders, of Vassar College to an inaugural dissertation

by Lorenser of Tiibingen, of which there appears to be as yet but one copy in

America in which it was established that X = 2852-22 A.U. was the first

member of the series .; = (1 o, S)-(m, P), and X = 2026-46 A.U. the second

member of the same series.

With this information it was easy to deduce that the line who.se frequency wa.s

given by J/ = {Vo, S)-(2,p2), must have the wave-length X = 4571-38 A.U.

With this knowledge it followed that if magnesium vapour acted as regards

absorption in a manner analogous to the vapours of mercury, zinc and cadmium,

bands should appear in its absorption spectrum, at X = 457138 A.U.,

\ = 2852-22 A.U., and possibly at X = 2026-46 A.U. and at still higher

members of the v = (1-5 S)_(m, P) series. The absorption of magnesium

vapour was, therefore, examined by the writer, and the following paper

contains an account of these experiments and of others which followed oii

from them.

M'-T-t'Jinar. ar.d Edward", 'Phil. Mag.,' vol. 30, p. 695 (November, 1915).

+ Wood and Guthrie, ' AstrophyB. Journ.,' vol. 39, No. 1, p. 211 (1909).
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Potenfinh of Magtu'sinni "ud i ' cr Mctnln. 57G

2. Al'-^orptii.n Si>irtnnn nj' Mn^/m-siini' Vnimiir.

In iiiiikii'i: thi-^f ex]>friment8 a lar^e Hil^,'er y\\\AX\/. spfct ruj,'rttliU, lyi* ( .

poswe-sHiii;; liiiili tlisi)ersio;, is ust'il. S«tmt> iiu'tallic iiiaj;nesiuin was placcil

in thu lentiv i>f a steel tube alMiiil :' cm. in diameter ami 20 cm. lung. Tlu'

emls of tlii^ till)!' wore providfid witli i-rystal <[Uiirtz j)laleH .sealed in with

wax. The tube was lii^,'lily e.xlimsted hy a < laede ]>uiu|i and when a low

vacuum was reaclu'd tlie metal was vajioiised l.y lieatin^ the centre of the

tube Willi a blowpipe, the ends of the tube k'iny kept cool by wiappinj,'s of

cloth kept soaked with water.

Some lUHiculty seems to have been experienced in photo;,'ia5!bin«? lines lu

the m:)^'nesium emission .s|)cetrum in the neighbourhood of X = 2UU0 A.U. on

account <>i their feeble intensity, for, a. ' lugh the i tcce of the line

X = 202G-4G A.U. was predicted by Lorenser, Saund. appears to have

l)een the only one who a.s yet has observed ii. Sjuie dilUculty was al.so

exi>erienced by the writer in i-btainiug a phot<..'ui(fli of it will; ordinary or

panchromatic plates. When, howe\ he Scbu . an plates, recently put on

the market by the .Vdam Hilgvr Coiii|)auy, were used, it was found that the

line came out clearly and with considerable intensity.

The upper spectrum in tig. 1 was obtained with the light and from a spark

in air between magnesium terminals and the lower one with the light from a

uiaguesiuiii arc of the tyjie already described in a previous communication by

McLennan and Henderson.* Tiie second spectrum in the figure is that of the

light from a spark Ijetween /.iuc terminals in air, while the third is that

of the light from an arc between magnesium terminals in air. The line

X = 2026-4G A.U., it will be seen, comes out learly in both the spark and

arc spectra of magnesium and practically ccincides witli the last line in the

zinc spectrum, an exceedingly strong line, whose wave-length is given by

Saundersf us X = 2020' 19 A.U.

It is of interest to note that the arc spectrum of magnesium in aii shows a

strong reversid at X = 38:'.8 A.U. and a fainter though v,.ll marked one at

X = 2852-22 A.r. The fourth spectrogram in fig. 1, which was obtained with

the light of the magnesium arc in vacuo, was taken on a plate sensitive to the

green, which was specially made for me by Dr. Mees of the American Kodak

Company.

On account of tlie strong intensity of the line X = 202G19 A.U. in the

zinc spectrum, ana Its close proximity to the magnesium line X = 202646 A.U.,

the spark spectrum of zinc in air was used in looking for the absorption of

* McLumiuu utiJ Hutidci*on, <E' y. Sw. Prw.,' A, vol. 91, p. 4S.5 (191.5).

+ Saunders, ' Astrophys. Journ.,' vol. 43, No. 3, p. 239 (1916).

1
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577 Prof. J. C. McLennan. On the lonisation

this line by magnesium vapour. The light from this spark was sent through

the steel tube described above which contained the magnesium vapour, and

photoc^raphs were taken of the spectrum when the tube was both strongly

and gently heated. Two of the spectrograms taken in this way are shown m

tie
"^

The upper reproduction is that of the ordinary zinc spark in air with the

light sent directly into the spectrograph, the second was obtained with vapour

of low density, and the third when the tube was strongly heated In the

second spectrogram it will be seen that while the intensities of al the lines

are much lessened, absorption at X = 285222 A.U. is clearly marked The

intensity of the line \ = 2026-19 A.U. is also very greatly diminished. In

the third spectrogram the Une X = 2026-19 A.U. has completely disappeared

and absorption is widespread in the neighbourhood of X = 2852-22 A.U.

Repeated attempts were made to see if absorption by magnesium vapour

could be obtained at X = 4571-38 A.U., but in no case was any trace of it

observed. Fig. 3 shows the results of one of these attempts. The upper

photograph w^s obtained with the light from an incandescent Nernst filament

after it had passed through magnesium vapour of high density, and the lower

one with the light from the zinc spark after passing through the same

vapour. Absorption at X = 2852-22 A.U.. it will be seen, is well marked in

the second spectrum, but there is no trace of it at X = 4571-38 A.U. m this

photograph or in the spectrum of the light from the Nernst filament.

As far as all these experiments go, then, absorption by magnesium vapour

was obtained only at X = 285222 A.U. and at X = 202646 A.U.. the first

and second lines in the singlet series v = (1-5, S)-(to, P).

3. Simjle-line Spectrum of Magnesium.

In a previous communication some experiments by the writer were

described in which it was found that if magnesium vapour in a vacuum

were bombarded by electrons the vapour could be made to emit a radiation

consisting of the single spectral line X = 2852-22 A.U., provided the

electrons possessed the requisite amount of kinetic energy. Since it has

been shown that the frequency of this line is given by v = (1-5, S)-(2, P), and

since with mercury, zinc, and cadmium vapours the frequency of the spectral

line in their single-line spectra is given by p = (1-5. S)-(2,;>2), the experiments

were repeated to see if the magnesium vapour could not be made to emit the

line X = 4571-38 A.U.-frequency (1-5, S)-(2, p,). The apparatus used was

the same as that described by McLennan and Henderson.* Potential differ-

ences, gradually increasing, were applied between the Wehnelt cathode-a

* McLennan and Henderson, 'Eoy. Soc. Proc.,' A, vol. 91, p. 485 (1915).
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Potent iids of Mdfjncsinni and other Sictnh. o78

tungsten filament—and tlio vapour, but no radiation characteristic of the

numnesiuni spt'ctruni was obtuine'l until a voltage uf approximately "> volts,

was reached. With this applied ])Otontial (Htference the spectral Hue

\ = 2S.")2-22 A.U. came out stronirly. IJepeated cxijerinients failed to hvini,'

out either the line \ = •l.")71-:58 A U. or the line - 28." 2-22 A.U. until the

electron? -vere given kinetic energy, corresjionding lo something like 5 volts.

AVith potential diHerences higher tiian 5 volts, the line \ = 2852-22 A.U.

was the only one which came out on the plates until the arc struck, which it

did when the applied potential was about 7-5 volts. "When the arc struc'c,

the many-lined spectrum of magnesium was obtained.

The reproductions ii> iig. 4 show, firstly, the many-iir.ed arc spectru.n of

magnesium, and, secondly, the single-line spectrum wirh the spectral liii;»

X = 2852-22 A.U. alone. This was obtained witli an applied potentiil of

.".-0 volts. The ihiid spectrum was obtaine<i with an applied potential of

2-2 volts, and, as it s'.iows, the oi:ly radiation recorded was that whi(di came

from the incandescent tungsten which constituted the Wehnelt cathode.

The spectrum shown in !ig. 5 was obtained with an applied ))otent':il of

,".•!) volts, using a liilger ijuartz spectrograph, Ty)-e C, and it shows only tli-;

line \ = 2852--2 A.U.

It is interesting to note that the potential fall which wa.s necessary to

bring out the line \ = 2852-22 A.U. was close to that given by the (piantum

relation \c = ';:>, for if in this relation we insert the frequency of the Ihie

X 1= 2852-22 \.U. we find that the \alue of V comes out 4-28 volts. ]\Iore-

over, the aic striking voltage, 7-5 volts, by the iiuantum relation co:inotes

the frequency of the line X = 1020-0(1 A.U., which is very close to

X = 1021-7 A.U., the last line in the singlet series given by X = Cl-:}, S)— (//', I' ).

This last result is also of special interest, for it coincides with what was

obtai d wiUi mercury, zinc, and cadmivim vapours. With these the n';:ing

voltage was also practically that which cirresponded to the fre(iuency «.i thi'

last line in the v = (1-5. S) -(//(, V) series, /.'., the fre(|ue,'cy p = 1-5, S.

4. 1(111 isiiitf J'li/i iifi'i/s of MnfiiiiMinii.

In the experiments with nun-cury, zinc, and cadmium vapour, bombarded

by electrons, it was found that the line whose frequency is i;iven l)y

V = (15, S) — (2, v-A was the one which came out most easily. Moreover, with

mercury vapou^- 'rank and Hertz* sliowed that the least applied i.ctlcntial

.Uderonci' which would bring out this liiu' was 4-0 volls, and they-f also

* Fi"ink and \Uri7., ' V.mIi. d. Doiitsch. Phys. Gcs.,' vol. 1 1, p. :A1 (1914).

t Kii.iik ami IK-rt/., ' V.tIi. d. DrutM-li. IMivs. <i.s,,' vol. 10, p. 1.^7 (1!)1 1).

// 2
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579 Prof. J. C. McLennan. O/. the lonisation

showed, by .Urect experimontB, that for electrons to ionise mercury vapour

h y nuBthave kinetic energy at least e<iual to that ac,uu-ed m a fall o

potential of 4-9 volts. This voltage it will be rememberea^^^^^
bv the ..uantum relation for the frequency of the line X = 2.36 72 A.U., the

well kn wn line ia the .ingle-line s,.ctr«m of mercury. In so ar then as

Tercury .inc. and cadmium are concerned, the iomsu., potential would

TppTr t be deducible from the quantum relation by the use of he frequency

- n -5 SW(2 p,) With magnesium vapour, however, the matter ap^K^'ar. ..

L'direr'en .for the spectral line which came out most easily was d.e one

Ise frequency is given by . = (1-5. S)-(2. n^n.j^o^^ one whose

u /i.r, 9.\^{0 n.,\ ^X = 4o/l'ob A-U.).
frenuency s given by v = (1 ». >)—\-" F.i} \'^ ^ '

, ^, ^ ^u

M««ver, Mclina,. a,„l Tho,„Boa. have ,ho»n rec^„tly that th

J™„i„m .aiation en,itt.a by a P,un*„ fla™ .uppl«>d >v,th the vapour.,

S metal constat, of the ™gle line X = 2852-22 AU. In none ot the

experiment, »a, any trace of the line X = 4571-38 A.l.t obser -e,!. It

ZidsLm,the,.f.ith»t the line.hich is meet easily .timulated .n tho

masinesium spectrum is X = 2852-22 A.U.

McLennan and Keys? have also shown that when a 1 unsen llan,e. Id

wi^ magnesium vapour, ^mits the line X = 2Sr.2-22 A I., rt :s s rong^y

ionised as well. From all the.e experiments then it would appear that the

ionising potential, with magnesium vapour as with mercury, .inc. and

cadmium vapours, can be obtained by a direct application ol t .e •i;-tmu re a-

tion, and using the frequency . = (IVN S)-(2, P). of the line X ^ 2Bo2 > > A.l .,

it comes out as 4 2 8 volts.

5. I.misiur, Potratiah of Calchnn, Stroidivm, ami liarium.

m Watteville.§ in a paper on " Flame Spectra," has shown that if the

spray of aqueous solutions of Siilts of calcium, strontium, and oanum, b. t.-d

intoaBunsen flame, the latter emits a spectnun consisting of |>^;t ^ »'ngle

line. For calcium the wave-lon,>rth of this line is X = 4226-91 A.L.. for

* MrLennan and Tlioiuson, infni, \). .'J84.
. „, • , e w '

t I Should b.. stated heve tluU Ed.r and Valcnta, in their ' At as Tyi^scher Spektren

„.!. toexpenn.ent.in which it wan found that tl>e ^^^
"^^f^^;:P^Z^

«Mtl, what anwars to have l*on metallic masne.siura consisted of light uf the wa%L

:. l:^i^^;9, MT..T, :>^.v^, .571-38, .330 .., 333. 33. 33^.^4 3007-0.. 300: 0.,

o , . .
, T, < i},„. c„,. p,.(„, ' n 18!) (1881), also fmind the line

08-)-'-'2 A I. Liveing and Dewar, 'lioj. »ou. xrioi., p.^in.j i^iooi;,

" '""
? I' »;,.,. ;,„.hTfHii(r X - •>l.')-'-':2 A.r., in the swctrum ot the

X = 4571-38 A.l . ainoni,' others, inclwunjf a 1-> j*-*^ •» »

light from buniing niagnesinni in air.

+ McLennan and Kevs, /»/>", p. .')!»!.

S l)e WattevLlle, 'Phil. Tian,.,' vol. 204, p. 131) (1904). ai.<l 'C'onq.te. iteudu^. .ul. 14.

(190C).
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Potentials oj Magnesium and other Metals. 580

strontium it is \ = 460752 A.U., and for barium X = 5535-69 A.U. More-

over, Ramage* has found that Bunaen flames fed with the puie vapours of

these respective metals, or with the spray uf aciueous solutions of their saltH,

also emit monochromatic radiations of the wave-lengths mentioned. Further,

Lorenser, in the dissertation referred to. established the fact that these three

lines are the first members of the series spectra of these three elements given

by V = (.1-5, S)-(m, P). It would seem, therefore, that the frequency given by

V = (1-5, S)-(2, P), is the one most easily stimulated in atoms of calcium,

strontium, and barium, as well as in the atoms of magnesium. Following the

same argument as that just presented in the case of the element magnesium,

it would seem likely, thereforo, tl t the ionising potentials for the three

metals mentioned will also turn out to bo deducib from the quantum

relation \e = hv, by using the frequency v = (1-5, S)-(2, P). If this surmise

should prove to be correct it would follo'v that the ionising potential for

calcium is 289 volts, for strontium 2-65 volts, and for barium 2*20 volts.

Table I.

Element. loniting potential. Kemarl(9.

Helium* 1

Neon*
ATgor* i

Hydrogen*
Oxygen*
Nitrogen* :

Mercury '

Zinc 1

Cadmium !

MagneBiumt
Calcium
Strontium
Barium

olts,
20-0
16
12-0
11
9
7-5
«»
8-96
8-74
4-28
8-89
8<6S
2-20

Direct experiment.

Deduced from single-line spectrum.

• Frank and Hertr, ' Ber. d. Deut. Phys. Ges.,' Heft 2, p. 44 (1913).

+ If it should turn out by later experiment that for magnesium, calcium, strontium, and

barium the fundamental frequency is given by v - I'B, S-2, p^ instead of by v, = 1-5, S-2, P,

then the iuaising potentials of magnesium, calcium, and strontium would be respectively

2-67 volts, 1-86 volts, and 1-77 volts, the line possessing this frequency for the spectrum of

barium not being known.

In the present communication, as well as in two previous ones, the writer

has endeavoured to extend the field opened up by Frank and Hertz by their

experiments with mercury vapour. With metals possessing high vaporisa-

tion temperature it is difficult, if not impossible, to ypply direct mecliods to

* Ramage, ' Roy. Soc. Proc.,' No. 459, vol. 30, p. 1 (1901).

^
11

it i

it,jl

i^W^l^fr-i^Jti^S
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the determination of such a magnitude as the ionisation potential. The

evidence which has been accumulated so far, however, seems to show that in

the frequency of the spectral line constituting the single-line spectrum of an

element, we have a magnitude which, through the agency of the quantum

relation \>=/«v, gives us the ionisation potential with ease and great accuracy.

Up to tlie present the ionisation potential has bet«n determined by direct

experiment for but seven of the elements, and by the method of single-line

spectra it has l)een deduced for six others. With mercury it has been deter-

mined both by direct experiment and by the application of the quantum

relation to the frequency given by the single-line spectrum of this element.

In Table I, the results obtained up to the present by both methods are

collected.

6. Experiments with Thallium Vapour.

From the evidence collected so far, it would appear that either the frequency

given hj v = (lo, S)-(2, pa), or that giv.m by r = (I'o, S)-(2, P), is the

one to look for in the spectrum of an element in endeavouring to ascertain

its ionising potential. The radiation from a Bunsen flame fed with the

vapour of an element, the absorption by the vapour, and the bombardment of

the vapour by electrons, are three agencies which have proven useful in

revealmg one or other or both of these frequencies in the spectra of seven of

the elements.

For thallium neither of these frequencies is known. Experiments by

McLennan and Thomson* showed that the radiation from a Bunsen flame fed

with thallium vanour consisted of light of the wave-lengths \ = 5350-65 A.U.,

and \= 3775-87 A.U. But these are the first memljers of the well known second

subordinate doublet series given by i' = (2, ^i)— (//(,s), and v-:(2,p3)—{m,s).

Wood and Guthriet found that the absorption spectrum of pure thallium

vapour consisted of well defined bands at X = 3230 A.U., X = 3092 A.U.,

\ = 2530 A.U., and \ = 2380 A.U., and that when mercury vapour was

added to that of thallium the only band which appeared was at \ = 2380 A.U.,

and that with a moderate amount of thallium in the absorption tube all

these bands, except \ = 2380 A.U., disappeared when mercury was added.

Increasing the quantity of thallium, they found, caused this band to re-

appear, and then, finally, to become much stronger than with pure thallium.

On again adding mercury other bands also appeared which were not found

with pure thallium. Among these were bands corresponding to emission

linee at \ = 2580 A.U., X = 2768 A.U., and \ = 3776 A.U.

* McLennan and Thomson, infi-a, p. 584.

+ Wood and Guthrie, ' Astrophys. Journ.,' No. 1, vol. 29, p. 211 (1909).
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In some experiments which were made by the writer, by the method

adopted in photographing the absorption spectrum of magnesium, the only

absorption which was observed in the region between X = 6000 A.U. and

X = 1900 A.U., with low vapour density, was at X = 3775-87 A.U. At this

wave-length the absorption consisted of a narrow sharply defined baud.

When high vapour densities were used, larrow diffuse absorption bauds

appeared at approximately X = 3230 A.U. and X = ;5000 A.U. as .tell. No

absorption was observed at X = 2768 A.U., X = 258C a.U.. X = 2530 A.U.,

or at X = 2380 A.U.

As mercury vapour is known to absorb at X = 2o36*72 A.U. and at

X = 2338 A.U., it is just possible that the, absorption observed by Wood and

Guthrie with thallium vapour in the neighbourhood of these two wave-

lengths was due to the presence of mercury in their absorption tube. As the

second member of the series spectrum of thallium given by i/.= (2, p\)—{m, s),

has the wave-length X = 3229*88 A.U., the absorption observed by Wood

and Guthrie at X = 3230 A.U. is accounted for. Just what the absorption

observed by them at X = 3092 A.U. means is, however, not very evident.

This wave-length has nou as yet been associated with any series in the

spectrum of thallium. It may possibly be related to one or other of the

series v = (1-5, S)-(2,/)a),.and u = (I'o, S)-(w, P), but this does not seem

likely, for any evidence which we have points to the probable occurrence of

all the members of these two series in the extreme ultra-violet.

The method of electronic bombardment has not as yet been applied to the

vapour of thallium, but experiments in this direction are now in hand, and it

is expected that some information will soon be obtained, which may not only

indicate the significance of the occurrence of absorption at X = 3092 A.U.,

but which may also enable one to definitely locate the wave-lengths in the

spectrum of thallium, whose frequencies are given by i/ = (1-5, S)— (2, pa), and

,. = (1-5, S)-(2, P).

7. Summary of Results.

1. The absorption spectrum of non-luminous magnesium vapour in a vacuum

consists of narrow sharp bands at \ = 285222 A.U. and X = 202646 A.U.

These lines are the first two members of the singlet series whose frequencies

are given by i» = (15, S)— (?rt, P).

2. When magnesium vapour in a vacuum is bombarded by electrons, no

radiation characteristic of the spectrum of this metal is emitted until the

electrons possess kinetic energy equal to that which would be acquired in a

fall of potential of approximately 4-5 volts. With a field corresponding to

5*9 volts the spectrum obtained consisted of a single line X = 285222 A.U.
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With thi8 voltage the Hue me out with Btrong inten«ity. When a field of

2-2 volts was used no radiation characteristic of raagnesium was obtained.

3 No indication of the line X = 457138 A.U. was obtained under electronic

bombardment until the electrons possessed sufficient kinetic energy tc. cause

the arc to strike. The arcing voltage was approiciniately 7o volt« This by

the quantum theory, corresponds to the frequency of the line X = 1626-66 A.U.,

which is very close to X = 1621-7 A.U., the last line in the series given by

^ = (1-5 S)-(«i V). With the vapour of mercury. zin.\ cadmium, and

magnesium, the 'areitig voltages appear to be connected by the quantum

relation with the frequency v = 1-5, S.

4 As the simplest Buusen flame spectrum of magnesium vapour consists

of the single line X r. 285222 A.U., and as the vapour in the flame when

emittin.^ this radiation has been shown to be ionised, it would appear that

the ionisation potential of magnesium vapour also follows the quantum

theory law, and is given approximately by 4-28 volts.

5 Arguments have been presented in the paper which support the view

that while the ionising potential for mercury, zinc, and cadmium laay be

deduced by the quantum theory by the use of the frequency represented by

„ = (1-5, S)- (2,M in the case of magnesium, calcium, strontium, and barmm

the frequency which must be used is given by v = (1-5, S)-(2, P).

6 The absorption spectrum of non-luminous thallium vapour, with low

densities, consists of a narrow sharp band at X = 3775-87 A.U., and with high

vapour densities of this band and somewhat diffuse ones at X = 3230 A.U.

and X = 3000 A.U. Of these the line X = 3775-87 i.U. is the first member

of the second subordinate doublet series given by v = (2, j>2)-(m, «), and

X = 3230 AU. is the second member of the second subordinate doublet

series given by .; = {2,p{)-{m, s). No sign of absorption was observed at

X= 5350-65 A.U., the first member of the second subordinate aeries

„_(2, pi)-(m, s). The frequencies given by v = (1-5, S)-(2,M "T^n^

V - (1-5, S)-(2, P), have not as yet been located in the spectnim of thallium.

The author, in concluding, wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to his

assistants, Mr. J. F. T. Young and Mr. H. K. Lindsley, for help in the photo-

graphic work and in the ([uartz and glass Mowii.g.
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